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MEMO FROM PETE PASCHALL
Once again the Covid virus is causing us delays in
getting the new models completed (and delayed us
getting a Report out). Our model maker Wayne Smith’s
parents came down with it. Caring for his parents
resulted in him being quarantined so he couldn’t get to
his workshop to work on the new models. Sadly, his dad
didn’t survive and his mom is still ill which obviously
has reduced the time he has to work on the new models.
But now the newest cruiser group and SPEDs have been
completed and are available (See lists in this issue). The
new ‘Never-weres”, (B65-1, ILLINOIS missile BB and the
ADMIRAL class) are still under construction but are well
on their way for completion.
But lots of new and reissues from Superior in this
issue. Note that ships from the IOWA, TILLMAN and
YAMATO series’ are included as are lists of the ships in
those series’. There is quite a selection of Never-weres,
some that have not been available for many years.
Clydeside looks like it could be gone for good. At the
time of his death, Bill Gilpin was working on ships that
fought in the Battle of the Java Sea as dear Bill (Whom I
personally miss.) had been doing for five years without
finishing any of the series. Superior is now doing this
group. So far Wayne has completed DE RUYTER, JAVA and
EXETER ’42. PERTH is represented by HOBART, HOUSTON
by NORTHAMPTON. We will be issuing the destroyers
down the line. Note also that the Dutch never-was
CB1047design is now available.
Note from the above that Wayne snuck a new cruiser
in on us. It’s the Dutch CL JAVA. Didn’t know this was
coming! It is now in stock and pictured in this issue
Order D402, price $17.50.
We had a bad situation with Navis/Neptun. A large
shipment that was sent to us ended up taking five weeks
to get here and when it did, we found that somewhere
along the line, it had been opened along with another
international shipment and the contents switched so
we got a box of Polish books. Both N/N and we have
put traces on our shipment which so far have been
unsuccessful. In the meantime, we had several large
orders which really reduced our stock (Not complaining,
though!). Now the good news: We are receiving new

From top to bottom: DJ05 AKIZUKI, DA14 GEARING, DJ05 SHIRATSUYU

shipments from N/N so that you can now order N/N
with a high degree of confidence that you’ll get your
order in a “reasonable” amount of time. We are also
receiving shipments from Saratoga Model Shipyard that
N/N produces. This includes many ships that were at
Pearl Harbor.
For you modern ship collectors, we are still getting
shipments from Argos. As in the past, it takes them a
while to traverse the Atlantic but they do get here.
Happy to report that Sea Classics magazine is back in
publication. In their initial issue, the publisher reported
in an editorial the treatment they had received from the
State of California because of the Covid virus. Wow! If
you wish, read it and form your own opinion. It’s a great
magazine so do support it.
As we travel thru our 56th year, I, Pete Jr. and Sue,
want to thank you for your orders and know that we
wouldn’t have made it this far without you.

At the outbreak of WWII, the British wanted ships that
could catch and destroy German CA’s. A new 9.2” was
initially suggested. However, the idea was dropped
because of supply problems. But we’re dealing here with
“What ifs” so the 9.2” presents a very unique design and
that’s what Wayne has chosen of the main battery on
this model.
Note: At this writing, the above are still under construction
which is proceeding at a good pace.
SUPERIOR remolded and refurbished WWII Cruisers
A305 $17.50 NEW ORLEANS (CA-32), U.S. CA 1942
A401 $17.50 ATLANTA (CL-51), U.S. CLAA 1942
D401 $17.50 DE RUYTER, Dutch CL 1942
D402 $17.50 JAVA, Dutch CL 1942
J303 $17.50 CHOKAI, Japanese CA 1944
New Special Edition Destroyers (SPEDS)
announced last issue

SUPERIOR MODELS
Note: We will be glad to email or snailmail you the
latest Superior in-stock list upon request.
New Superior 1:1200 Never-Weres.
A149 $34.50 B65-1, U.S. BB, “The American “D”
                
45,000T, 800’L, 31K 10-16”/50,
			 20-5”/38
This design was influenced by the Gibbs & Cox “Project
D” (Superior model A204). This ship would have been a
formidable opponent for BISMARCK, LITTORIO and even
YAMATO. You can build it with either 3-3-4 or 4-3-4
turret configurations. For more detailed background
information, go to Wayne’s write-ups on page 19 on our
website.
A152 $34.50 ILLINOIS, U.S. Missile BB (IOWA
			
variant) 45.000T, 888’L, 6-16” (2x3),
			
12-5”) 33K
This ship represents a missile armed BB which was
planned 1955-1958. In 1956 she would have been armed
with Regulus II missiles which would have been replaced
later with Polaris missiles.
B306 $29.50 ADMIRAL class, British CB.1939
			
design 21,750T, 650’L, 32K, 9-9.2”
			
(3 x 3), 12.4” (6 x 2)

Enhanced detailed Superior DD’s
United States
DA11 MAHAN (DD-364), Lead ship of a class 18,
built 1931-1939 All saw action in the Pacific
in WWII
DA12 BAGLEY (DD-386), Lead ship of a class of 8,
built 1935-1937; All were at Pearl Harbor and
saw action in the Pacific
DA13 BENSON (DD-421), Lead ship of class of 30,
built 1939-1943 Class participated in every
campaign of the War.
DA14 GEARING (DD-710), Lead ship of a class built
1944-45 Modified design of the SUMNER class
Japan
DJ05 SHIRATSUYU, Lead ship of a class of 10, built
1931-1935; Modified HATSUHARU class; None
survived the War.
DJ06 AKIZUKI , Lead ship of a class of seven built
1940-1944 Large DD
Superior Recent New & Reissues of 1:1200
“Never-weres”
A148 $34.50 TILLMAN, U.S. BB; Design for WWII
80,000T, 975’L, 15-18”/48, 20-5”/38
This is the third in Superior’s TILLMAN series and shows
the ship as she might have looked as a WWII warship.
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Superior 1:1200 D401 Design 1047, Dutch “Never-was” CB 1930’s design; Pain job by Bob Weymouth

Superior 1:1200 J112 A140/A2 YAMATO variant, Japanese “Never-was” BB 1940’s design; Paint job by Bob Weymouth

Superior 1:1200 J113 A140/B2 YAMATO variant, Japanese “Never-was” BB 1940’s design; Paint job by Bob Weymouth

Superior 1:1200 F106 ALSACE, French “Never-was” BB 1940’s design; Paint job by Bob Weymouth

Superior 1:1200
F106 ALSACE,
French “Never-was”
BB 1940’s design;
Paint job by
Bob Weymouth

